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Over the last few years, retailers around the world have embarked
on a plethora of innovations, which change the way consumers
shop. The advancements in technology and their widespread usage
by consumers and retailers alike are contributing to the pace at
which this transition in retail is happening. For instance, online
retailing has provided consumers a lot of benefits—in terms of
discounts, product varieties and convenience—that are unmatched
by physical retailing. While this scenario has resulted in the
substantial growth of online retailers’ market share across the globe
in the last few years, it also has triggered off bigger innovations
from physical retailers. This paper attempts to discuss this journey
of transition in retail across the globe and in India as a result of the
changing retail environment. For India, we will have a closer look
at each of the top seven retail cities and the impact that this retail
transition has had on organised retail real estate market.
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Major innovations in recent times have
largely happened in the online retail
segment
Polyvore (polyvore.com) is partly a social network, partly a designer
shopping club. The twist is in the customers composing their own
looks and styles by ‘dragging and dropping’ the merchandise they
prefer. Others are then encouraged to vote on their favourite looksand indeed ‘buy into’ look they prefer.
Made.com showcases furniture designs and holds a public voting.
Only the most popular designs go into production, and voters receive
discounts for helping select the most desirable models.
A fashion microsite sells trendy new clothing at huge discounts using
‘flash’ sales techniques.
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Relation between
demography,
retail transition
and innovation

Age wise population distribution

The evolution of retail sector has its roots
in the demographic and income profiles
of economies. It is little wonder then that
emerging APAC countries such as India and
China are at the forefront of retail activity
currently. With an income that has been
growing rapidly since more than a decade ago,
the two countries’ large population bases are
surely ripe for entering an era of consumption
extravaganza. Additionally, India and China’s
young populations also have the ability to
adapt to new changes swiftly.

Source: UN Population statistics

The technological revolution is enabling retailers—and also
manufacturers—to directly interact with consumers in real time. In major
emerging markets, the relatively younger generation is quite technology
savvy—thanks to the phenomenal rise in the Internet and mobile phone
penetration in recent years, which enables them to interact with brands in
real time. Interesting times are ahead for the retail industry, which is now
entering a stage where market information is widely available and deeper
analytics on consumer behaviour is more critical than ever. A critical aspect
of this retail market transition is the impact it could have on retailers’
demands for physical stores’.
Meanwhile driven by falling handset costs, higher smartphone penetration,
faster bandwidth and more Internet content or online services, more
Indians are now connected, socially active and informative, all of which
have a significant influence in their spending power.
Internet Subscribers in India

259
million

June 2014 *

330
million
2016E^

Source: * Telecom Regulatory Authority of India, ^ Morgan Stanley report
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519
million
2018E^

Worldwide internet users
2010

2013E

Using the Internet

30%

39%

Users in the developing world

21%

31%

Users in the developed world

67%

77%

Source: International Telecommunications Union

From brand loyalty to experiential
consumption – The evident
evolution of consumers

Consumers in the West—particularly those in the United States
and Europe—have evolved over time from being value conscious
to being brand conscious to, at present, being explorers of different
experiences. In the West, physical shopping centres no longer can
afford to simply be a tool for selling goods. Unlike in the past when
customer service and community relations were value adds to the
products to keep the factory running, today, the ‘icing on the cake’
has become the cake itself. Simply put, consumers now expect
these services as the most basic requirements from retailers or mall
operators. Moreover, now that the logistics can be handled without
the factory (online with direct deliveries), the ‘factory’ has become a
tottered engine.
Bringing leisure to shopping has been the other great thrust in
shopping centre developments in recent years. From cinemas to food
courts, to ice skating and wall climbing facilities, shopping centres
have become more of a leisure destination now than ever before.

Turkuazoo
Aquarium

in Forum Istanbul,
Turkey

KidZania

concept in Dolce
Vita Tejo, Lisbon

Skiing facility in
Xanadú, Madrid
and the integration
of casinos and
fitness centres into
shopping centres
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Shopping centre operators have been gearing up to become entertainers, hosts, theatre producers, masters of ceremonies, butlers, concierge,
pamperers, flatterers, psychologists, social workers and more. Across Europe, high street shopping centres are creating new community feels.
Libraries, conservatories, educational areas, quiet rooms—many initiatives are being tried to bring ‘real life’ to shopping and, hence, shopping to life.

Examples of experiments done by shopping centres globally

UK fashion retailer Oasis has done well in terms of incorporating Omni channel retailing. The
merchant gives its customers the flexibility to browse inside the store and then make purchases
either online or in-store. Oasis staff members have their own iPad, which they use not just to process
payments, but also to assist shoppers when checking sizes, styles and availability. If a particular
item isn’t available in the store, the staff can use their iPads to help shoppers place an order online.
Shoppers can either get their products shipped or pick it up from the store.

PizzaExpress has taken the concept of fast-food retailing experience to a new level by developing a
mobile application wherein diners can view the menu, book a table and also pay online (using online
payment solutions such as PayPal, Google Wallet, etc.). Diners who are in hurry, or have forgotten their
wallets, can simply settle the bill with just a few tabs.

Technologies such as near field communication (NFC) and Bluetooth low energy give brick-andmortar stores a level playing field with e-commerce sites in terms of tailored communication with
potential customers. Brick-and-mortar retailers will be able to send tailored notifications to a shopper’s
device, depending on where the shopper is in the mall. For instance, when a potential customer is
near a particular store, he/she can be informed about the store’s specific deals. NFC is already in
common use in Japan, Western Europe, South Korea and Australia.

Today’s consumers in
the West want emotional
appeal and to be engaged
to experience authenticity.
Developers there are also
experimenting with the
resurgence of old forms of
retailing, e.g., night, antique
and flea markets.
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The introduction of new
brands from different
countries such as China,
Japan and Brazil gives
the feeling of being in
a consumer exhibition,
adding to the level of thrill
and excitement among
shoppers. These added
flavours of leisure and thrill
that are offered to shoppers
are not necessarily charged
for, but definitely add to the
overwhelming experience
of retail for the consumer,
which online retailing
cannot imitate.

Mall managers and
retailers try to offer
something new each
day of the week or even
within one day. A specific
place may be a coffee bar
during the day but a wine
bar in the early evening.
It’s about selling the right
service and experience at
the perfect moment

From the retailers,
consumers are now
expecting something of a
‘retail theatre’, and better
service is rendered as
the most basic necessity.
The retail industry will
either have to ‘squeeze
and please’ (possibly even
take a margin hit to attract
and satisfy consumers), or
risk losing market share to
online retailers.

India is currently excited about ecommerce
India has been consistently witnessing changes in the retail sector
over the last decade. From the emergence—for the first time—of
organised retail formats, to the growing concept of large-sized malls
dotted with international and domestic brands reflecting fashion
and style, the Indian retail sector has been evolving quickly. The
organised retail format emerged as a force to reckon with during the
last decade. Within a short span of time, it gained a considerable
market share of around 8 percent today against a very strong
competition from unorganised retailers.
However, much to the discomfort of physical retailers, before the
organised sector became a stronger force in the market, the market
itself has started to evolve further. Key enablers of the current
transition in retail include technological change, financial inclusion,
changing lifestyles and innovation.
The biggest change was witnessed in the resurgence of ecommerce,
the concept of which has been in existence since quite some time but

picked up steam in the last four to five years. According to a report
published by Credit Rating Information Services of India Ltd (CRISIL)
in early 2014, the online retail’s market size has been rising at a
whopping 56 percent compound annual growth rate (CAGR) over the
last five years until financial year (FY) 2013–2014 (FY = April–March).
As of this FY, the market size of online retail industry is estimated to
reach US$3.7 billion, which is around 8 percent of the total market
size of organised retail.
Mobile phone and high-speed Internet penetration has been a key
enabler of sorts for the revolutionary growth exhibited by the online
retail industry. Also, with the growth in smartphones usage among
younger generation in metropolitan cities, the information asymmetry
that once existed between the retailers and the consumers no longer
prevails. Customers are fed with real-time information on deals and
discounts online, which make their choice of shopping destination
based on up-to-date market knowledge.
Arrival of foreign tourists in India

Increasing exposure to international
brands
Indian shoppers today are at times ahead of the market in terms of
information. For instance, eager customers are aware of a favourite
brand’s new product launch even before the manufacturer formally
introduces the product to the market. Be it cars, mobile phones, movies
or books, many customers are informed well in advance should a new
product feature in their desire list; they are also in the know as to which
will be the best destination to shop for it. Further, increased exposure to
foreign products through various channels—by either travelling abroad
or interacting with foreign tourists in India—has increased the appetite
for foreign brands. At times, these brands may not be available in
physical stores, but an online platform will provide shoppers the luxury
to avail them.

Source: Ministry of Tourism, Government of India
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Growth in bank products in India

The banking sector’s increasing role
in online retail

Source: Reserve Bank of India

As a consequence of the Internet boom and the success of Indian policymakers to make banking services available to the masses, online
banking has emerged as a stronger platform and a preferred mode of payment for ordinary Indians. Over the last three years, the number of
bank transactions in India involving the National Electronic Funds Transfer (NEFT) system—a service provided by banks in India for online
transfer of funds—has been growing at a pace much ahead than growth in credit cards or debit cards in India. As a result, banks are responding
with provision of increased online point-of-sale (POS) terminals, so as to enable simpler and quicker bank transactions. This innovation again
facilitated the growth of online retail more than physical retail format in India, as the former proactively merged the increasing benefits arising
from the Internet and banking prowess.
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Gradually, offline and online retail will likely to coexist
in India
Presently, we are seeing good growth in online retailing, particularly in segments such as electronics, books and apparels. Growing
professionalism, increasing access to the Internet, and improving transportation have helped in the emergence of this form of retailing in India.
But, it is widely perceived that both offline and online retailing will coexist in India, considering the fact that offline retail itself has a lot of potential
to grow. In connection to this, some fundamental changes also could occur in the sector as a whole, such as:

Online retailers are rapidly expanding as fulfilment centres and are locating them near major metropolitan
areas in an effort to place key high-demand products close enough to efficiently serve same-day or nextday delivery. Meanwhile, offline retailers have more limited warehouse infrastructure, but may have a
big advantage in having many store locations nationwide and even worldwide. These stores could be
remodelled to add direct order fulfilment and stocking in the back office, limiting the assortments
stocked on the floor. Although this will require system investments and operational changes, these
are critical for competing long-term with the likes of resourceful online retailers.

:
Retailers must focus on the experiences in their stores and digitally enable their associates to be
knowledgeable about the products they sell. Shopping for fun is not dead—customers still enjoy
exceptional events. When customers come into the store, mall managers should reward them with a
great shopping experience.

Retailers need to look at their systems landscape, operational approach and performance metrics with
a focus to achieve broader benefits by optimising the customer engagement across all touch points.
However, this does not mean that measuring the performance of a specific store is not important. A
broader approach integrating all stakeholders and systems are just likely to produce better result in
the long run.

Developers must become flexible in the design and layout of mall space and make the retail spaces more
vibrant by providing more leisure activity. The marketplace needs amplification in the availability of quality
mall spaces. Brands do not prefer malls with sub-optimal design and low footfalls. In this respect, there is
a need to optimise spaces in nonperforming shopping malls by reengineering them in terms of design
and tenant mix. Retailers and developers who understand their customers, leverage technology to
evolve the customer experience, and focus on their differentiators and assets have the opportunity
to thrive. However, for developers and retailers that ignore opportunities for transformation, the
writing is on the wall.
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A successful mall in the suburbs of Mumbai has developed a formula for perfecting the art of being a complete family
entertainment. There is a good balance of activities for young parents (lifestyle shopping), while children (aged
4–12) can be left on their own at the play area for an hour or two. So for any activity that parents engage into—be
it shopping on middle floors or dining at the food courts on the top floor—there is a children’s play area within
a couple of minutes of walking distance. Also, during weekends, the mall’s large entrance lobby converts into
a makeshift entertain zone that is either for a sponsored activity or for mall promotions—it could be cricket/
football contests for children, a dance floor with a DJ, or a music concert with artists performing and the
crowd emulating them using the musical instruments provided. Thus, even if there is no real need for
shopping, young parents feel excited to visit the mall at least once in a week for leisure.
Another recently inaugurated large-sized mall in the far-eastern suburbs of Mumbai has managed to grab good volumes of footfall by providing high
schoolers and teenagers a perfect setting. Wide-open spaces and innumerable coffee joints dotting the mall passages make up an apt setting for
young people to catch up with friends in groups. Cinema screenings, ice-cream parlours, and lifestyle casuals have been allotted space and visibility
required to keep the audience engaged. The concept was a big hit among retailers and, therefore, the occupancy of this mall was higher than ever
since it commenced operation. As of today, it boasts of close to 100 percent occupancy, which is rare in the current scenario among large-sized
malls in India.

Hybrid Models: the flipside of
online retail
Online retailers going offline and show rooming are other growing
trends that are picking up among urban buyers in the country. They
are the opposite of the research online, purchase offline trend, which
was prevalent earlier. Shoppers visit offline stores to check out
products and then go online—where they might get better deals and
prices—to purchase them. This is primarily driven by the deals offered
by online stores, and is perhaps not sustainable, but it signals the
need for buyers to touch and feel certain products before they buy
it. For example, recently, online health and fitness store HealthKart.
com opened its fourth offline store, HealthKart Fit, in Bangalore. The
company already has one store in Chandigarh and two stores in the
NCR region. The HealthKart Fit store offers features such as customer
consultation, product sampling and a kiosk for browsing through their
online catalogue and product review.
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Targeted Footfalls
Indian mall managers are gradually learning the art of targeting footfalls
from specific group during specified period. For instance, during
summer vacations, when the searing heat acts like a damper to several
outdoor activities, malls have launched a series of activities to bring the
kids and their families into their retail zone.
For instance, the DLF Place in Saket promoted the popular
TV cartoon character Doraemon, inviting kids to come and
meet him. Similarly, the Pacific Mall at Tagore Garden got
a big response by creating a setting of Chhota Bheem’s
Dholakpur village.
Mall managers plan such events at the start of the year and publicise
them through cross-promotional strategy and advertising. Events
involving children, have successfully increased footfall and brand
positioning, both of which translate into more spend. The malls’ adopted
strategy for such events is to position the kids’ events close to the kids’
wear stores or food stores. Also, while the main event is planned in
the more spacious main atrium, the positioning is strategically spread
throughout the mall, often closer to such stores that are experiencing
difficulty in attracting footfalls. The families accompanying the children
tend to indulge in shopping or food activities of their own.

Outsourcing of noncore functions

Mixed-use retail development

Retail is about selling products, so outsourcing noncore business
functions can make sense for retailers. In an increasingly
complex retail environment, where multichannel commerce
complicates the supply chain and multiplies customer touch
points, the debate over outsourcing versus in-house is equally
multi-layered. In retail, anything from fulfilment and logistics to
finance, marketing, HR, IT and customer service can be partly,
or entirely, outsourced. However, retailers need to weigh up the
options carefully—and cost should not be the only consideration.
However, whether to outsource or not needs to be a strategic
decision.

Many independent malls—both small and mega—in the country
are currently suffering from high vacancy rates, poor design, etc.
Mixed-use development of a property (involving retail with either
office or residential) could open up doors to multiple opportunities,
which include:
• Efficient use of land resources
• Reduction in the long-term maintenance costs of individual
buildings

Retailers need to look at their entire value chain and which parts
of that they should and should not be focusing their efforts on.
They should balance skills in-house with outsourcing to gain
competitive advantage. The key questions for a retailer is about
alignment to strategy—how fundamental a certain skill set is to
fulfil business strategy; how quickly skill sets can be developed
in-house; and cost (whether it would be more cost-effective to
have a function in-house). Outsourcing works best when it fulfils
a service that is not one of the retailer’s core competencies.
Meanwhile, customer service is another area where the
drawbacks of outsourcing might outweigh cost benefits.
No matter what area retailers are looking to outsource, choosing
the correct supplier and building a relationship with them is key.
Often, retailer–supplier relationships can be defined as either a
marriage or a transactional relationship; the former can be too
heavily dependent on flexibility, while the latter focuses too much
on cost reduction. A retailer should strive for a coalition approach.
Outsourcing should be treated as a strategic vehicle to achieve
the larger business strategy rather than just a procurement
initiative.
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Online retail has its challenges in India
As AT Kearney puts it in its 2013 Global Retail E-Commerce
Index publication, online retail still has to dodge a few hurdles
placed by the Indian market for it to grow at its current pace
going forward. Only one-tenth of the Indian population use
the Internet (against a global average of 36 percent), and only
10 percent of the total mobile phone users in the country own
a smartphone. Moreover, India’s poor logistics and transport
infrastructure make timely delivery to all locations difficult.
Low credit card penetration and complex interstate tax laws
also impede Indian consumers’ ability to conduct online retail
transactions efficiently. Although many retailers offer cash-ondelivery (COD) option to customers, it is difficult to implement
the same across all locations. For instance, because of
operational challenges in Uttar Pradesh (the most populous
state of India), many retailers had to recently halt their COD
facilities.
Despite such current challenges looming on the horizon for
online retailers in India, there could be lesser threats to Indian
mall developers as compared to their Western counterparts.
However, retailing will no longer be the same in India, and it
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is going to be challenging for mall developers to continue attracting
customers solely on the basis of customer loyalty and service or
harping on the touch-and-feel advantage. While we saw that the
concept of physical retailing has evolved into a second-generation
phase, it will not be too long before Indian developers witness the
same problem. In the medium term, retailers and mall managers will
have to evolve and entice Indian consumers—which would include
attracting them with the latest technology, new themes and a real
world experience, while also making optimum use of customer data
and analytics to understand their target audience better.
Poor logistics and transport infrastructure
in India
Countries

Average speed in kmph
Truck

Train

India

35

25

China

50

40–45

United States

75

45

Source: AT Kearney report, Supply Chain 2025, April 2014; data as of 2012

The evolution of Indian consumers is reflected in all real
estate sectors but for retail
Although organised retailing has been growing in every city in India, the maturity in retail markets across different cities varies drastically. The
large metropolitan cities have witnessed a transition from the emergence of small-sized malls in the mid-2000s to currently housing many malls
with millions of square feet space, serving entertainment and food along with selling products. Few cities have even witnessed the emergence
of high-end or luxury retailing formats catering to a new breed of retailers and shoppers. On the other hand, there are other cities that still are
experimenting with the conventional big-box retailing formats. Nevertheless, each city has the potential to absorb more retail space, given the
guidance available from overall real estate development—residential and commercial.

Existing supply in various real estate SECTORS OF TOP SEVEN CITIES – Pan-India

Source: JLL REIS, 4Q14

Against large-scale completions of office and residential projects within established and new precincts across major Indian cities, the supply of
organised retail has fallen behind considerably. In most cities, the retail development up to this date are unmatched by the surging growth of the
residential sector, and there is a great potential for future retail growth in these cities. While unorganised retail does serve the purpose to some
extent, the growing aspirations of the modern Indian consumer cannot be underestimated.
Across India’s leading cities, there are examples of select few malls performing better even during times of distress for others. Gradually, few mall
developers are heeding to the wants and desires of the modern consumer. In the next section, we would talk about the changing trend in retail
real estate seen across India’s top seven cities, and the divergence in market response for the successful and unsuccessful malls.
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Transition of
retail across major
Indian cities
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Delhi NCR
Transition over a decade

DELHI: Most transitioned submarkets

Prime South – The Prime South submarket, which houses Vasant Kunj
and Saket, acts as a magnet pulling luxury and premium retail brands.
With a humble beginning in 2000, it grew mostly during 2006–2011
with many malls becoming operational. However, there were no
new additions since 2011 because of unavailability of prime land for
prime retail space. Increasing propensity to consume and increasing
demand for global brands supported by rising income levels helped the
submarket to develop, and the submarket’s present stock of about 3.2
million square feet of organised retail space is comparable to the total
stock of any other Tier II city. Even the rents that are about INR250 per
With the main city of Delhi expanding to include the suburbs, there was
square feet per month in the submarket are about twice than the city’s
an immense potential for creating organised shopping developments
average.
that can cater to the different income levels of families living in this
urban agglomeration. South Delhi, home to the urban and noveau riche, Gurgaon – Once a small dusty agricultural village, Gurgaon has
was the first retailers’ destination and, hence, it was no surprise that
now emerged to become the city housing 300 of the Fortune 500
developers also followed suit by looking at creating organised shopping companies. Apart from business process outsourcing (BPO) and IT
formats here. As a result, the Prime South submarket (Lajpat Nagar,
sectors, the city is home to several other companies, including CocaSaket and Vasant Kunj) has become a prime destination over the years Cola, Pepsi, IBM, American Express, Microsoft, and Bank of America.
and houses malls ranging from small to midsized ones.
Retail in the form of organised malls has evolved in Gurgaon with the
presence of 27 malls and a total stock of 7.1 million square feet, with
Nowadays, the city has different sizes of malls suiting the needs of
the presence of 26 shopping malls. Meanwhile, Gurgaon also witnessed
different catchment bases.
the transition during 2002–2011. The old malls have performed well;
however, the newer additions failed to achieve the estimated success,
As of this date, there are 95 operational malls totalling nearly 23
and the overall vacancy is more than 20 percent.
million square feet of organised retail space in the city. Many areas
in the secondary submarkets have transitioned to adopt new-format
retail destinations in the last three to four years, while the change in
Successful versus unsuccessful mallsthe Prime City submarket took a longer duration, as it was the point of
Delhi NCR
inception. It is also evident that the city of Delhi has better potential in
11.36
12
200
terms of having well-performing large-sized malls. Meanwhile, a wider
10.02
participation by retailers added to the variety of tenant categories in the
10
160
mall.

The successful malls on the back of suitable demand and continuing
sales prospect enjoy low vacancy of around 10 percent on average.
Such malls can command a rent that is more than nearly 1.5 times than
those of the poor-performing ones. Meanwhile, the unsuccessful malls
are grappling with vacancy of 50 percent on an average. In addition,
futuristic locations, at times, are adding woes to the performance of the
malls.
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The city of Delhi always had a vibrant high street culture, but with
changing times, preferences, higher disposable incomes and exposure
to more foreign travel, the growing Indian middle class wanted a
more wholesome and complete shopping experience. The first off the
blocks was Ansal Plaza, a shopping mall in South Delhi that became
operational in 2000. It housed regular shops with restaurants and
serene, green and open surroundings. The success of Ansal Plaza was
followed by a spurt of mall developments in the next decade across
Delhi NCR.

0

Source: JLL REIS, 4Q14

Rent in INR per sq ft
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Mumbai
Transition over a decade

Most transitioned SUBmarket

Mumbai got its first organised mall in 1999 in the Prime South
submarket, which was the primary commercial business district
(CBD) at that time. This submarket was the only one to exclusively
house the rich and elite population then. Crossroads, the first mall in
Mumbai, was met with great visibility and success. The submarket
witnessed yet another completion in 2002—High Street Phoenix
(Phase I)—and, this time, the structure was much bigger. Major
retailing hypermarkets such as Big Bazaar, Lifestyle and Shoppers
Stop leased space in these malls, making the retail story a success.
This phase marked the beginning of organised retailing in Mumbai.

Prime Suburbs submarket – The South Mumbai submarket has
witnessed maximum changes in retail trend in more than a decade or
so. The submarket was home to the first organised retail mall in the
city in 1999, while today, it is home to the only luxury mall that the city
has. Despite a decade of existence and evolution of organised retail in
the city, this submarket continues to remain mall-competent, housing
some very successful malls—from small-sized malls to a large mall with
bigger floor plates. Despite high rents in this submarket, malls here are
able to offer value to their customers through better understanding of
the catchment and their preferences and by offering the right tenant mix
and entertainment quotient. On the flip side, there are malls that have
failed to entice the consumers and are now reorienting their layout and
strategies. In the last few years, brands have churned spaces to make
way for the more desirable categories, ensuring that the market has
consistently evolved.

Successful versus unsuccessful malls
Of the total retail area across Mumbai city (including Thane and
Navi Mumbai), successfully running malls account for 44 percent
area in square feet terms. The remaining 56 percent area belongs
to either average or bad-performing malls. These successful malls
are merely in number of the total 60 malls that are currently in
operation in the city. Successful malls have merely 7 percent space
lying vacant on average across the city as against a high 30 percent
average vacancy observed in bad-performing malls. Successful malls
in Mumbai command a premium of 1.8X and 2.6X on gross rents
compared to those in average-performing and poor-performing ones,
respectively.
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Mall developers interpreted the trend as a failure of the small-sized
malls. During 2008–2011, Mumbai witnessed the birth of large
malls such as R City, Dreams, Korum, Growel’s 101 and Phoenix
Marketcity, among others. Gradually, however, mall developers today
have realised the importance of adhering to those factors that create
a successful mall. Currently, amid stiff competition from online retail,
some malls are unsuccessful, while a few others have managed to
strengthen its foothold further.

Successful versus unsuccessful mallsMumbai

mn sq ft

What followed thereafter was a plethora of malls that commenced
operations between 2003 and 2008; covering prominent residential
catchments across all three submarkets of Mumbai—Prime South,
Prime North and Suburbs. The frenzy among mall developers led to
haphazard construction of malls with less attention given to design,
mall management, tenant mix, catchment profile and few other critical
factors. Naturally, in some time, few malls were rendered unviable
because of competition.

Bangalore
Transition over a decade

Most transitioned SUBmarket

Former high streets such as MG Road, Brigade Road, Koramangala,
and Indiranagar made way for organised retail in 2003. Since 2003,
Bangalore, like most of the other Indian cities, started witnessing
the influx of many malls. However, Bangalore started with a largesized mall as the entry point, and it was followed by several smallsized malls, until the next large mall came into operation in 2009.
Thereafter, the city has only seen introduction of medium-sized to
large-sized malls.

Secondary submarket – In the last 10 years, the Secondary
submarket has grown into the most transitioned submarket, as its
location is advantageous, being in the middle of Prime City and Suburbs
submarket. In addition, residential developments and the changing
profile of the retail submarket’s catchment area acted in favour of
the Secondary submarket. As a result, better propensity to consume
and increasing demand supported by rising income levels helped the
submarket to grow.

As of this date, Bangalore has more than 30 malls, which total to
about 8.7 million square feet. It is also visible that the bigger malls
in the city performs better when compared to small to midsized
ones, as most of them are highly occupied. Secondary and Suburbs
locations have witnessed most of the malls and a mix in demand
because of advantageous location parameters as well as proper
catchment for development.

Successful versus unsuccessful mallsBangalore

Successful versus unsuccessful malls
Vacancy in the successful malls is low and near 10 percent on
average. Such malls can command a rent much higher than that of
the poor-performing ones, while on average, the unsuccessful ones
witness nearly 20–30 percent of vacant spaces. Mantri Square,
Forum, Garuda, Orion and, to some extent, Royal Meenkashi malls
are some of the successful shopping destinations in Bangalore.
All of these witness very low vacancy, and, in addition, these malls
command a rent that is, at times, more than twice than that of the
poor-performing ones. Meanwhile, strata selling by the developers,
poor design considerations as well as unavailability of options with
lesser amount of brands being available in smaller malls add to the
disadvantage of the poor-performing malls. In addition, the wrong
mixes in the tenant profile are also making some malls unsuccessful.

Source: JLL REIS, 4Q14
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Chennai
Transition over a decade

Most transitioned SUBmarket

The year 1995 witnessed the beginning of mall culture in Chennai with
the commencement of small-sized Phase I of Spencer Plaza, although
the second phase of the mall came after a long lag of seven years. It
is important to note that most of the presently active malls came into
occurrence in or after 2008.

Secondary submarket – This submarket was earlier the residential
location of the SEC-C population, and in the last 10 years, it is changing
more into the preferred residential location for the SEC-A and SEC-B
population of the city. In addition, many migrant populations have
started residing in the catchment area of the retail submarket. As a
result, better propensity to consume and increasing demand supported
by rising income levels helped the submarket to grow, especially,
Velachery—which has transitioned into a shopping destination with two
of its best-performing malls, Market City and PS Grand, which have
more than 95 percent occupancy. Phoenix Market City and PS Grand
also add up to about 1.2 million square feet or 25 percent of the total
stock.

Prime City submarket was the focal point for the mall development
before 2011, while the Secondary submarket flourished since 2011,
providing about 45 percent of the total stock in the city in only four
years. As of this date, the city has more than 15 malls.
The mall culture that started with the commencement of smaller malls
now has changed with participation of luxury brands such as Lladro,
Bottega Veneta, Montblanc, Jimmy Choo, Canali and TAG Heuer.
Meanwhile, Suburbs location has witnessed a few malls and a mix in
demand because of disadvantageous location parameters.

Successful versus unsuccessful mallsCHENNAI

Successful versus unsuccessful malls
Vacancy in the successful malls is low and on average is below 3%
percent. Such malls can command a rent that is more than twice than
that of the poor-performing ones, while on average, the unsuccessful
malls witness more than 50 percent of vacant spaces. Phoenix
Market City and Chennai and Express Avenue malls are some of the
successful malls in Chennai, along with Bergamo—a luxury mall.
All of these are nearly 97–100 percent occupied because of better
demand. They also command nearly twice the rent of underperforming
malls. Meanwhile, strata selling by the developers, poor coordination
between operation and maintenance teams, and unrealistic charges
on mall facilities add to the disadvantage of the poor-performing malls.
In addition, the wrong mixes in the tenant profile are also making some
malls unsuccessful.
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Source: JLL REIS, 4Q14

Kolkata
Transition over a decade

Most transitioned SUBmarket

The organised mall culture in Kolkata started in 2003. At the same time,
brands such as Big Bazaar and Citi Mart started occupying stand-alone
stores. With the advent of the organised malls, apparel, accessories,
food and beverages and multiplexes started to become the largest
occupiers of mall space. In the next five years, the city witnessed
commencement of more malls in the Prime Others submarket (Park
Circus, Gariahat, Prince Anwar Shah Road, VIP Road, Dum Dum and
Shyambazar) and Suburbs submarket (Salt Lake, New Town, Garia,
Kasba and Howrah), as the organised mall culture was spreading
beyond the prime areas. The Suburbs submarket witnessed its first
organised retail mall in 2004, which was met with great success.

Prime Others – Prime Others witnessed the first mall in 2005. After
that, it has come across a long way the coexistence of value high
streets such as Gariahat, VIP Road and Shyambazar, as well as goodperforming organised malls. Meanwhile, over the years, some parts of
the submarket have transitioned to accommodate high-end retail, and
now houses Quest, a high-end mall.

Many areas have changed their flare over the years after the city’s
first mall, Forum Mall, started operation. In the next 10 years, Kolkata
houses Quest, a luxury mall, and South City Mall, the city’s bestperforming mall, both in the Prime Others submarket. Meanwhile,
Suburbs locations have witnessed a mix in quality of malls, as some of
them are overambitious for the time frame and have performed badly
during the last few years. Interestingly, some malls have come up well
and have taken the advantages of the location’s potential. As of this
date, Kolkata has nearly 30 malls, with a higher share located in the
diverse and heavily populated areas in the Prime Others and Suburbs
submarkets.

Despite challenges posed by the e-commerce sector, the malls in
this submarket enjoy high occupancy because of good locational
advantages, good tenant mix and attractive catchment area. The
area consists of a mix in population segments, mostly belonging to
the upper-mid and high-income categories that are perfect for the
better performance of organised malls. The tenant mix comprises all
segments of retailers—from value to luxury. The submarket’s locational
advantage and its population’s propensity to consume helped it to come
a long way.
Successful versus unsuccessful mallsKOLKATA

Successful versus unsuccessful malls
The vacancy in successful malls are lesser than 3 percent of the
total mall stock that are performing well, while the unsuccessful malls
experience about 50 percent vacancy. That apart, as most of the
successful malls are in the prime city and surrounding submarkets, they
enjoy higher rents, which, on average, are nearly 2.5 times than those
of the unsuccessful ones.
The presence of good preforming anchors, hypermarket as well as
multiplex—supported by a mix of premium and lifestyle retailers and
brand mixing—has worked toward the success of the mall, as could be
seen in the case of South City, while, malls that are not supported by
customer base and fitted with out-of-the-place tenant mix turned out to
be unsuccessful.

Source: JLL REIS, 4Q14
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Hyderabad
Transition over a decade

Most transitioned SUBmarket

Hyderabad started to experience organised retail in the form of
stand-alone buildings that housed major national retailers such as
Shoppers Stop, Pantaloons and Lifestyle, way before it witnessed
the presence of organised malls. High street retail has flourished in
the city, and many local retail apparel acted strong since the 1990s.
The city’s influence was the local adaptation of the US supermarket
and hypermarket culture during the 1990s. Interestingly, the first mall
started operation in 2002. It was followed by the commencement of
many small-sized to midsized malls up to 2008. The first big-sized
mall started operation in 2010. The supply of the city is nearly evenly
distributed among the Prime Central (Banjara Hills, Necklace Road,
Himayat Road) and Prime Suburbs submarket (HITEC City and
Kukatpally).

Prime Suburbs – With the presence of HITEC City and Kukatpally,
both of which are experiencing excellent commercial and residential
growth in the last five years, the western part of the submarket is
providing good catchments for retail development. With the growth of
IT/ITeS-based employment growth, many people are coming to reside
in these areas. As a result, better propensity to consume and increasing
demand supported by rising income levels helped the submarket to
grow. Kukatpally has transformed into a shopping destination in the last
two years, as three new malls started operation. The three malls have a
combined share of nearly a third of the city’s total mall supply.

The vacancy levels in the city are low overall, being around 12
percent, while on average; the successful malls witness less than 10
percent vacant spaces. As examples, GVK One and Inorbit operate
with nearly full occupancy. The successful malls command more than
1.5 times the rents of the underperforming malls. Meanwhile, strata
selling by the developers have taken the charm out of some old malls,
making them poor performers. In addition, poor design and tenant mix
as well as parking issues have acted against the performance of some
malls.
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As of this date, Hyderabad has more than 15 malls, with a stock of
about 4.5 million square feet, and, with time, is accepting brands,
as more and more organised malls are performing and are coming
of age. Meanwhile, a gap of a few years was observed in mall
development since 2010, and the operations of new malls started
taking place since 2013. The city is witnessing a mix of value and
lifestyle retailers taking up spaces in these malls.

Successful versus unsuccessful mallsHYDERABAD

Pune
Transition over a decade

Most transitioned SUBmarket

Prior to 2002–2003, Pune only had few illustrious high streets in FC
Road, MG Road, JM Road and few others. Glimpses of organised
retail were first observed during 2002–2004, when prominent standalone retail developments such as E-Square and a few others began
operations. E-Square housed a cinema hall and few F&B retailers
that resulted in healthy footfalls. Stand-alone structures became a
popular model for retail and later few years saw many such varieties
commencing operations. One of the first organised retail development
opened for business in Pune was the Magnum Mall, which was
completed in 2006 and met with grand success in terms of footfall and
per sq ft revenue.

Secondary submarket – While the transition towards the mall culture
started in the mid-2000s in the city, the Secondary sub market went
through the transition nearly at the same time since 2006. It is the most
active sub-market of the city in terms of total stock as well as good
performing malls. The eastern parts of the sub market transitioned most
with the growth of IT/ITeS-based employment. That apart, growth in
migrant population is also helping the sub market with better propensity
to consume and increasing demand supported by rising income levels.
This submarket accounts for about 80 percent of the total retail stock of
the city.

The growth of the retail market in Pune has been enormous. While the
Many developers saw an opportunity for retail malls post the success of Eastern Corridor has taken the early lead in terms of organised retail
Magnum Mall and stand-alone retail developments; as a result, many
developments, the Western and Northern corridors will see significant
developers started constructing malls. The period from 2007–2010 saw retail development between 2014 and 2015.
many malls commencing operations, predominantly in the Prime City
and Secondary submarkets. It was only in 2011 when the city saw its
first large-sized mall (1 million square feet) commence operations—
Phoenix Market City. Thereafter, the retail landscape of the city
Successful versus unsuccessful mallschanged as developers started eyeing different precincts and largePune
sized malls for development. And with more than 15 malls, the total
retail stock in the city stands nearly at 6 million sq ft.

Successful versus unsuccessful malls
Overall the vacancy levels in the city are moderate. Meanwhile, the
city observes the success of large sized malls having right tenant mix,
good location and dense catchment area. Phoenix Market City is one
such mall that performs with good occupancy while being large in size.
In addition, the successful malls command rents that are nearly twice
the rents of the unsuccessful ones. Interestingly, many of the small
malls have not performed well over time and there are various reasons
behind this. These malls are currently struggling to make their business
successful, owing to inefficient tenant mix and stiff competition from
closely located malls. On the other hand, few others are successful on
the back of professional mall management, right design and location, as
well as a healthy tenant mix.

Source: JLL REIS, 4Q14

Monthly rentals considered here is the average rentals for vanilla stores in operational retail malls in seven cities
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